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LCME lifts medical
school probation

AuctionAction

by Emily Cahn
Campus News Editor

Zachary Krahmer | hatchet photographer

Andrew Shapiro, left, Xander Nafman, Nick Melhado, and Harrison Nesbit celebrate after placing the winning $15,000 bid for an
Ivory Tower quad in the Martha's Marathon auction Tuesday. SEE FULL STORY ON PAGE 5.

The School of Medicine and
Health Sciences’ accreditation probation was lifted Wednesday morning, school officials confirmed,
ending an embarrassing 15-month
ordeal.
The Liaison Committee on
Medical Education, the school’s accreditation board, placed the University’s medical doctorate program on probation in October 2008
for problems in several areas, including curriculum management,
lack of lounge and study space for
students, and inadequate internal
administrative processes. GW was
only the fifth school since 1994 to
be put on probation by the LCME.
Since the probation was announced, the LCME gave GW several positive signs – it approved the
University’s plan to reverse its probation last February and visited the
medical school last October to evaluate the changes it had made. The
University built a new database
system that compares information
from the school’s curriculum to na-
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The number of years until the
medical school will go through the
accreditation process again
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The number of schools to be put
on probation by the LCME since
1994
tional averages, added 6,748 square
feet of new study space in Himmelfarb Library, and revamped two
outdated laboratories into lounge
space, SMHS Dean James Scott said
in August.
Scott said in a statement

See SMHS: Page 10

GW doctors aid rescues in Haiti GW intensifies media
relations presence
by Rachel Barker
Hatchet Staff Writer

Rescuers were working to extricate a victim from the collapsed
remains of the university in Port au
Prince when they suddenly heard
another voice.
Trapped under multiple collapsed floors and desperately needing medical attention, the woman
called out to the rescue personnel
– which included a team of GW
doctors and volunteers working to
free another victim. What followed
was a 30-hour successful rescue attempt.
“She was under four stories of
collapsed concrete structures in a
very tight space,” GW professor Joseph Barbera said.
Barbera – along with Dr. Anthony McIntyre, an associate professor of emergency medicine, and
Dr. Bruno Petinaux, an assistant

See HAITI: Page 8

by Drew Spence
Hatchet Staff Writer

Courtesy of Fairfax County Urban Search and Rescue Program

Dr. Bruno Petinaux and Dr. Anthony McIntyre assist in rescue operations in Haiti last week.
The group of GW doctors called to Port au Prince also included Dr. Joseph Barbera.

Report: SA has $160K
still available for orgs
by Madeleine Morgenstern
Senior Staff Writer
The Student Association’s midyear report found that more than
half of the SA’s cosponsorship
funds remain, the chair of the SA’s
Finance Committee said Tuesday,
adding that student organizations
that have not made good use of
their SA money may risk having it
reclaimed.
There is currently $166,064 remaining in the cosponsorship fund
for the year, part of which is expected to be allocated to 15 or 20 new
organizations in the coming weeks.
At the same time, organizations
that have spent little to no money
this year, or that have negative balances, are being asked to submit
explanatory reports to the Finance
Committee, said Connor Walsh,
U-At Large.
“The purpose of the review is to
look at everyone’s spending, and to
see if anything’s irregular,” Walsh
said.
Organizations will be evaluated
“on a case-by-case basis,” Walsh
said, with particular attention paid
to “a handful of things that are a
little fishy.” Some organizations
have valid reasons for not spending
their allocations, Walsh said, like
a student organization that runs a
summer camp, which does not hold
programming in the fall semester.

Colonials
drop close
one to
Charlotte
Men's basketball loses at
Charlotte in
final minutes.
• Page 12

SPORTS

Five new staff members have
been hired to GW’s Office of Media
Relations over the last six months
in hopes of increasing the amount
of media coverage the University
receives, a University administrator said last week.
Two new media relations specialists, as well as new associate
and executive directors for media
relations and a sports information director, were hired as part of
a shifted focus on reaching out to
members of the media with content rather than simply fielding
questions from the press.
“External Relations is a new
division at the University and, as
such, we have added several new

by Amanda D'Ambra
Hatchet Staff Writer

Connor walsh
Finance Committee Chair

See SA: Page 10

See MEDIA: Page 8

Girls, minorities find home in SEAS

"The Finance
Committee's
been very
responsible this year."

Organizations that do not comply with the review request will
automatically be fined 2 percent of
their SA allocation.
Last year, there was $110,000
at the mid-year report – a record
amount at the time.
In October, the Student Association approved nearly $380,000 in
initial allocations funding to more
than 230 organizations. Allocations
are meant to fund an organization’s
operational costs, and the Finance
Committee awards separate cosponsorships to fund specific activities.
Walsh said that any fines collected would be put back into the
cosponsorship account.
A majority of student fee money

members to our media relations
team over the past several months
to fill open positions and to repurpose some roles,” Vice President
for External Relations Lorraine
Voles said. “We think this structure allows for better strategic
planning and more effective communication.”
While in the past, members of
the media would usually contact
one University spokesperson for
official comment on a range of issues, GW current strategy uses
media relations specialists specific
and separate areas of the University.
“We have assembled a team
with expertise in all aspects of media relations, including new media,”

Michelle Rattinger | Assistant Photo Editor

Marian Ackun, the vice president of the National Society of Black
Engineers, works during a lab in Tompkins Hall.

OPINIONS

Harnessing the student effort
Columnist Matt Ingoglia encourages student organizations to increase activism. • Page 4

ARTS

Of Montreal comes to the District
Indie-pop group didn't disappoint at an over-the-top
show at the 9:30 Club. • Page 9

Freshmen face
financial struggles
Study finds that
money woes dominate the freshman
experience.
• Page 3

NEWS

The joy of amusement parks – from
devouring bright pink cotton candy to
winning the biggest teddy bear – always
meant a little more for Jeryn Koritzinsky.
Especially the thrill of roller coasters.
The looming mechanical structures,
the clicking gears and the carts suspended
mid-air intrigued Koritzinsky at the age of
five and, ever since, she has wanted to be
an engineer.
Koritzinsky will graduate this May
from the School of Engineering and Applied Science with a degree in mechanical
engineering. At her graduation ceremony
she will be one of many female engineering students in the crowd, but when she
enters the work force, only 7 percent of her
colleagues will be female.
According to The Office of Institutional Research, in the past decade the University drew a significant numbers of female
and minority-group students to the engineering school, far more than the national
average.
Nearly 34 percent of GW undergraduate engineering students are female, and
29 percent of the students are minorities – students of African-American, Native American, Hispanic, or Asian backgrounds – for the 2009-2010 year.
These numbers demonstrate an upward trend in the percentage of female
and minority students in SEAS over the
past five years, according to University
data. The female population increased by
more than 4 percent since the 2004-2005
school year, and the minority population
increased by 6 percent since that same
year.

See SEAS: Page 10

NEWS
Students drop $15,000 on Ivory quad
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Fewer conservatives join academia
A new paper studies why more professors are
liberals. • Page 3
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In Brief
Research grants fall by
nearly 20 percent in 2009

Federal research grants awarded to
the University fell more than 18 percent
in 2009 after a research grant funding a
diabetes research center was moved elsewhere, the University’s chief research officer said last week.
Federal grants declined from $110 million in 2008 to $90 million in 2009, which
Vice President for Research Leo Chalupa
attributed to the end of GW’s tenure as a
research coordinating center for the type
1 diabetes study.
“This accounts for our entire decrease,” Chalupa said.
For seven years, the University’s Biostatistics Center served as a coordinating
center for TrialNet, a study focused on
type 1 diabetes.
Following a competitive application
process, GW was named the coordinating
center for TrialNet in the spring of 2001
and remained the coordinating center for
seven years, employing a staff of 65 at its
peak, John Lachin, a professor of biostatistics and co-director of the Biostatistics
Center, said.
“In the summer of 2008, we were informed that we were not selected to continue as the coordinating center,” Lachin
said. The new TrialNet coordinating center is at the University of South Florida.
Lachin said he is still working on diabetes research projects, such as the Diabetes Prevention Program, and remains
hopeful that other projects will come.
“I’m optimistic in the coming years
that there will be other projects that will
come around,” he said.
Chalupa said the University remains
committed to its goal of substantially
increasing research expenditures in the
coming years. The University hopes to
reach $139 million in total research expenditures in 2014, up from $99 million
in 2009.
On top of last year’s drop in research
funds, Chalupa said the federal government’s budget freeze could further reduce the amount of research funds the
University receives in the future.
“We should be going up at a higher
rate than we are because the faculty is
getting better, we’re hiring more people,”
Chalupa said.
Despite setting “challenging goals”
for the University, Chalupa said he remains optimistic.
“I believe that we will be able to accomplish them, and hopefully even exceed them!” he said in an e-mail.

– Rachel Barker

Ashley-Lynn GOldstein | Hatchet Photographer

Sophomore Brad Monroe separates recyclables from University trash cans in Kogan plaza Wednesday afternoon. The Campaign GW event was part
of Recyclemania, a nationwide push to encourage students to recycle.

Calendar
Thursday

Blueprint for the 21st Century:
Addressing Educational Issues in Africa

Friday

Saturday

sunday

Japan Festival

Men’s Basketball Half Time
Challenge

PB&J Sandwich Drive

Listen to the Kenyan ambassador
discuss the current educational crisis in
Africa.

Learn more about Japanese
culture while making origami,
drinking tea and playing
Dance Dance Revolution.

Dorothy Betts Marvin Theatre |
7 to 8:30 p.m.

Marvin Center Continental
Ballroom | 6 to 10 p.m.

Multimedia
Web extra

Social media and journalism
GSPM’s Don Bates looks at social
media’s place in journalism.

Watch the men’s basketball
team and compete for your
chance to represent your
class.
Charles E. Smith Center |
7 to 9 p.m.

Make PB&J sandwiches
while earning hours toward
first lady Michelle Obama’s
service challenge.
Marvin Center room 301 |
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

H All this and more... Now at gwhatchet.com
slideshow

Where students learn to be artists
Web Editor Amanda Lindner explores the
Duke Ellington School of the Arts.

blog

Drinking water changes
New cleaning chemical may
change taste.
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Ellington School to stay in Georgetown-area location
High school offers
education for
aspiring artists

"I sent an e-mail around
with a link to the blog and
to the Washington Post
article... everyone was
talking about it."

by Jeff Richards
Hatchet Staff Writer
A well-known D.C. arts
high school with ties to GW
was slated last month to
be moved from its current
location, but community
opposition to the change is
keeping the school where it
stands.
Reports circulated last
month that The Duke Ellington School of the Arts
could be relocated from
its current location at 3500
R St. to make room for a
strictly public high school,
but the city eventually decided against the move.
Rory Pullens, principal of
the school that marries academics with the arts, attributed part of the reversal to
the media and students' reactions.
“It was the Washington
Post, the news media, that
really took the lead in terms
of [councilmember] Jack
Evans’ statements saying
that the Ward 2 community
wanted a neighborhood
school,” he said.

Layla Sharaf
Ellington School Freshman

Jordan Emont | Hatchet Photographer

Raymond Berry, a senior at the Duke Ellington School for the Arts, paints a picture for art class. The
high school, located in Georgetown, was created to mix the arts with academics.
While GW does not support the Ellington School
financially, the University
supports students at the
school in other ways. It donates performance space
and “some in-kind services,” said Charles Barber,
an attorney in GW’s Office
of the General Counsel and
president of the Duke El-

lington School Board. In
addition, some GW professors and students volunteer
there, and Pullens spoke
at GW’s Interfaith Baccalaureate Ceremony during
last year ’s Commencement
Weekend.
Pullens said the potential move came as a surprise
to some.

“We were really not a
part of that early planning
process. So, this community
didn’t know what was going on, because we had never mentioned that we might
be moving or that studies
were being done.”
When students learned
of the possible move, however, they reacted quickly.

“I started a blog and
Facebook group protesting
against it. I sent an e-mail
around with a link to the
blog and to the Washington
Post article... everyone was
talking about it,” said Layla
Sharaf, a freshman studying
literary media and communications at the Ellington
School.
Serene Smith, a senior
concentrating in vocal music, also opposed the Ellington School’s proposed
move.
“I don’t feel the move
is necessary, because this
is our home. Who would
want to move?” Smith said.
“I love this area, and we’ve
been here so long — we have
so many memories with the
school. No one in the school
wants to move.”
After the story broke,

Pullens and a group of
representatives from Duke
Ellington met with D.C.
Public Schools Chancellor
Michelle Rhee.
A joint statement was
released last week saying,
“there are no plans to move
the Duke Ellington School
of the Arts until it moves
into its own state of the art
facility.”
One of the signers of the
document was Peggy Cooper Cafritz, a GW alumna
who co-founded Workshops
for Careers in the Arts in
1968, which eventually
evolved into the Duke Ellington School for the Arts
at Western High School by
1974.
In 2000, Cafritz helped
expand the Ellington Fund
and D.C. Public School
partnership by bringing
together GW and The Kennedy Center to create an autonomous Duke Ellington
School of the Arts Project.
Pullens said Ellington’s
graduation rate is at 98 percent, with 95 percent going
on to college. The graduation rate for other D.C. public high schools is about 52
percent, he said.
“The vast majority of
students major in art after
graduation and go on to
make it their career,” Pullens said. u

Cost of living weighs heavy on minds of freshmen
Study: More
freshmen have
financial concerns
by Lauren Hoenemeyer
Senior Staff Writer
A recent phone call
home left Gabe Bellowe
stressed and anxious.
The freshman from Colorado – who is without a job
and reliant on student loans
– recently spent 2 hours on
the telephone discussing
financial issues with his father. Bellowe is one of many
students who worry about
the cost of living in a city
like D.C., where high prices
paired with high tuition can
present a recipe for financial stress.
The effects of the recession have taken a toll
on freshmen in 2009, with
two out of three first-year
students reporting “some”
or “major” concern over
financing college, according to a study from the
Higher Education Research
Institute of the University
of California at Los Angeles that was released last

month.
That percentage is the
highest level of concern
since 1971. The 44th annual
report on freshman trends
gathered data from firstyear students at 297 fouryear colleges throughout
the United States.
“Stressful” and “difficult” are words that resonate among many freshmen
when discussing college
finances. Bellowe said he
worries about how he is going to pay for housing on
his own next year.
Freshman
Melissa
Rowlett said she feels pressure to support her single
mother by attending class
and working. With a single
parent financing her tuition
at GW, Rowlett, who is from
Connecticut, said living in
an expensive city like D.C.
can be stressful.
“Being on scholarship
and having no extra cash
flow puts a lot of pressure on
me,” Rowlett said. “There is
a lot of pressure at GW, especially since the culture
here is expensive. Everyone
goes out all the time.”
Freshman Hannah Nichols, from California, has a
full scholarship to GW, but
said paying for food is more

MOUNT VERNON

Neighborhood input
changes Campus Plan
by Elliot zarrabi and
Gabrielle bluestone
Hatchet Reporters
The University has changed
parts of its Mount Vernon
Campus Plan to appease local
residents’ demands, but some
neighbors say the changes are
not enough.
Administrators have agreed
to reduce the size of five proposed buildings, move the campus’ main entrance to the Whitehaven Parkway, and minimize
lighting on the tennis courts and
soccer field, according to the
University’s presentation at a
Jan. 19 Advisory Neighborhood
Commission 3D meeting.
The new 2010 Mount Vernon Campus Plan proposes to
convert Ames Hall, currently
used largely for dining services,
into an academic building, and
move dining services to Pelham
Hall. Plans also call for the development of five three-story
buildings and one four-story
residential building, which will
be predominantly brick with
cast stone or pre-cast details,
glass and metal features, according to the presentation. Under
the plan, residence hall Cole
Hall will be converted into a
larger academic building.
The increased academic space
would also increase the number
of students taking classes on the
campus. The plan was submitted
to the D.C. Zoning Commission
in November, and a hearing is
scheduled for March 25.
Though neighbors interviewed said they welcome the
changes, some said there are
still more issues the University
needs to address, including the
size of other buildings and the
school’s rationale for expanding
the campus.
ANC 3D Commissioner

Ann Heuer said that while there
is a lot she likes about the current plan, she takes issue with
the larger proposed residential
buildings.
“It’s just a little too big,”
Heuer said.
“I do think that the University has done a good job,” Heuer
said. “But what the neighbors
want and what the University
wants is not always the same
thing.”
Commissioner
Thomas
Smith said for the ANC to properly work with the University,
the University needs to provide
neighbors with the campus’
needs, something he said has
not yet been done.
“The rationale that has been
given to use for this development is that the zoning rules
have been approved 10 years
ago,” Smith said. “The growth
period is supposed to be a response to need, but the University is just doing it because they
want to do it and because they
have the space to build. Other
universities have needs assessments, and I haven’t seen any
from GW.”
Alicia O’Neil, senior associate vice president for operations,
said in an e-mail that the University has been working with
neighbors to perfect the campus
plan, hosting a series of monthly
community meetings focusing
on key issues like design principles, noise, lighting, landscape,
and storm water management.
“The meetings yielded planning principles, design concepts
and, ultimately, a framework
plan for future development on
the Mount Vernon Campus that
is responsive to the issues raised
by community members and accommodates GW’s forecasted
academic and student housing
needs,” O’Neil said. u

expensive at GW than in
California – something that
bothers her. Rowlett said
she feels the same way.
“When you’ve spent all
day working, trying to support yourself, and then everyone is going out to dinner and you don’t want to
spend that kind of money,
that’s when the experience
of D.C. doesn’t outweigh
the price tag,” Rowlett said,
noting that prices in D.C.
are significantly higher than
in her hometown.
Kyle Mackie, a freshman from a small town in
New York, agreed, saying
that the cost of tuition does
not worry her as much as
the cost of living.
“I figured, I’m paying
for college anyway, every
college is going to be expensive,” Mackie said, but
added, “just living in this
city is expensive. Going out
is even more expensive.”
Freshman Leah Goddard said she experiences
similar concerns.
“It didn’t occur to me
when I submitted my acceptance to GW that everything
costs so much more here
than it does back home in
Massachusetts,” she said.
But for some, the experi-

ence of living in D.C. does
outweigh the price tag.
“Loans are so stressful,”
Goddard said. “But having this stress is worth it
because I wanted to live in
this city.”
Further research from
the UCLA study showed
that 53.3 percent of firstyear students pay for college with the help of loans,
a percentage up four points
from 2008.
Rowlett said she considered attending the University of Connecticut in
her home state because of
the price difference, but
has found the experience
in D.C. compensates for the
price.
“The experience and opportunities here definitely
outweigh the price. When
you’re having a good time,
you forget that you might
be poor,” Rowlett said.
And even though the
cost of living has become
stressful for his family, Bellowe said he would never
consider transferring because of the opportunities
available in D.C.
Bellowe said, “The opportunities here are what
make the prices seem not so
bad.” u

Jordan emont | hATCHET Photographer

The Higher Education Research Institute at UCLA says financial
concerns can dominate freshmen experience.

Paper: Conservatives shy from academia
Harvard theory
says profs are
likely to be liberal
by Priya Anand
Hatchet Reporter
Conservatives have decried the hallowed halls
of academia as a breeding
ground for liberalism in
America since the 1900s, but
a new theory from Harvard
University said this typecast is not because liberals
become professors. It’s because conservatives don’t.
Harvard doctoral student Ethan Fosse and University of British Columbia
professor Neil Gross collaborated on a paper released
this month that poses the
theory that academia “acquired such a strong reputation for liberalism and
secularism that over the
last 35 years, few politically
or religiously conservative
students have formed the
aspiration to become professors.”
In an article in the New
York Times, Gross and
Fosse said many jobs have

gender-specific typecasts.
The Times uses the example
of nurses, a field where less
than 6 percent are men.
“The primary reason for
the disparity is that most
people consider nursing to
be a woman’s career,” Gross
said in the article.
Gender, economic and
racial typecasting is common, so Gross believes that
academia is just seeing a
form of political typecasting. But School of Media
and Public Affairs professor
Janet Steele said she consciously makes an effort to
keep her own biases out of
her class, and feels that it is
not her role to promote her
own beliefs to students.
“You have a lot of power, but you have a whole
set of professional norms,”
Steele said of being a professor. For Steele, universities’ liberal reputation did
not push her to be a professor. She said her love of
books and a few inspiring
professors at the College of
William and Mary made her
join the field.
For professor Anthony
Yezer, he became a professor not because of his beliefs, but because he always
enjoyed teaching.

"People just self-select in
the fields," Yezer said. "Even
when I was in school, I was
the person who enjoyed
teaching other students even back in elementary
school."
Yezer added that his
ideas came from studying
the government extensively.
"If you look at economics departments, you’re going to find a lot of conservatives. It’s kind of hard to be
for big government if you
study government in detail," he said. "You become
aware of how hopelessly
inefficient it is."
In 2005, a George Mason
University professor compiled surveys from 1,643 fulltime faculty at 183 four-year
schools. He found that 72
percent of professors teaching at American universities
and colleges are liberal and
15 percent are conservative.
Political science professor Steven Kelts said while
he tries not to arbitrarily
discuss his own opinions
in class, he sees no harm in
exposing students to new
ideas.
“Students who are concerned about this idea of
liberal bias are so hypersensitive to it that they see any

idea that is new or unfamiliar to them as liberal bias,”
he said. “I think this whole
idea that politics shouldn’t
play a role in the classroom
is a farce to begin with.”
According to a 2007 report by the American Association of University Professors, professors’ personal
views and opinions have a
rightful place in the classroom and can even encourage academic and mental
growth.
“Vigorously to assert a
proposition or a viewpoint,
however controversial, is to
engage in argumentation
and discussion-an engagement that lies at the core of
academic freedom,” the report said.
Despite Kelts' attempts
to keep his politics in the
classroom balanced, however, he said he has received
“heated” e-mails accusing
him of having a liberal bias.
“It mystifies me, actually, when students complain about liberal bias as if
they’re these wilting flowers who can’t stand to have
an opinion stated in their
presence,” he said. “There’s
not some big conspiracy out
there to corrupt the minds
of the youth.” u

Search for new UPD chief still in preliminary stages
Although University Police Chief
Dolores Stafford announced in October that she would retire by the end
of the academic year, the search for
her replacement has yet to begin in
earnest.
GW is working on launching a
search, Senior Associate Vice President for Administration Ed Schonfeld said.
“The University has engaged a
search firm to help find a UPD chief
to fill the big shoes being left by Dolores Stafford. A national search will

begin soon, and we will consider
both external and internal candidates,” Schonfeld said.
University spokeswoman Michelle Sherrard did not have information on which search firm will be
used.
“Once the search process is underway, we’ll be able to provide
more information,” Sherrard said in
an e-mail Feb. 1.
Stafford has been asked for her
input as part of the search process,
but she declined requests to com-

ment.
Last semester, Stafford said she
would stay in her position through
a transition period for UPD’s new
chief, but would leave by the end of
the school year.
Stafford, who has served at GW
for 18 years, told The Hatchet previously she plans to live in Delaware
and to work part time for the International Association of Campus
Law Enforcement Administrators
when she leaves the University.

–T.C. Flowers
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Reaching out

The school will benefit from the
capabilities of new media, as well
as from having a staff that knows
how to utilize that media.
ingly difficult to control the University’s
message. The University can be hurt by
feeds that contradict each other, report
inaccurate information, or become overly casual with followers.
All of these advances hold potential for the University’s image. On the
other hand, image is not reality. With all
of the focus on message, GW should remember that the best way to deal with a
problem is not to spin it to your benefit,
but rather to actually address the issue
at hand.
It’s promising that the Office of Media Relations has taken on a new strategy. Promoting GW as the place to be is
great. Yet, making GW look great will
be much easier if the school is actively
addressing major problems. After all, if
you are going to invite everybody over
to a party, you better make sure the
house is clean when they get there.

I

n the heat of the health care debate last fall,
The Hatchet reported that “Josef Reum,
interim dean of the SPHHS, was tasked
by the Board of Trustees to get involved in
the debate” (“Professors join health care debate,” Sept. 3, 2009). A later Hatchet piece reported that SPHHS has been chronically out
of compliance with the Board of Trustees’
requirements (Faculty Code) for all schools
and departments to be
primarily staffed with faculty members with longDonald
term commitments to the
University (“Two schools
out of compliance with
University tenure rate,” Nov. 12, 2009).
The two news items - the first indicating trustee concerns that GW is not the active participant in this critical policy debate,
the second that there are extraordinarily
few SPHHS faculty with long-term University commitments - are two sides of the
same problem. However, unlike many GW
academic shortcomings, this is one the University is actively resolving. A major transformation of SPHHS is underway that will
make the school a more capable responder to
future health care policy crises.
SPHHS was created in 1997 and was initially operated as a commercial enterprise,
essentially a consulting firm, not an academic activity. An academic policy center, staffed
with thinkers given the time to think deeply
about the nation’s problems, is expensive,
and requires large-scale and successful fund-

something amusing."
- NPR's Carl Kassel, on finding humor
in everyday news.
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has responded positively and aggressively
to the latest Faculty Senate effort to remedy
this situation, chaired by Professor Edward
Cherian of the School of Business. The percentage of tenured and tenure-track faculty
has jumped from 40 to 60 percent in two years,
and Reum has credibly committed the school
to continue tenure/tenure-track hiring until
that number reaches 75 percent in 2012. Soon
a substantial fraction of the SPHHS regular
faculty will be able to devote themselves to
health care issues without concern that they
need a project to guarantee reappointment
or, in the case of research faculty, to feed their
families tomorrow.
The school’s rapid transition from consulting firm to University unit is raising
novel governance issues — how does a
department that hires its first tenure-track
faculty member implement a search? How
does it mentor or implement tenure evaluations? For that matter, who should serve on
the search committee for the next permanent
dean? These are, in the end, small matters.
To become a serious intellectual center is
neither easy nor inexpensive, but the future
of SPHHS has certainly brightened. The apparent collapse of efforts to reform the U.S.
health care system suggests that deep policy
reflections on health care cannot come too
soon.
– The writer is a professor of economics and a
member of the Faculty Senate special committee
on financial and operational planning for the
Science and Engineering Complex.
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Student organizations should provide more activist opportunities

he month of February holds tremendous significance for GW’s aspiring
politicos and campaign managers.
With the Student Association elections
mere weeks away, our campus will soon
look less like a university and more like
a swing state. Candidates will shout from
the roofs of strategically parked cars,
palm cards will litter
the streets, and caffeine-fueled postering
armies will jockey for
wall space like moms fighting over the last
Tickle Me Elmo on Black Friday. This annual spectacle must be seen to be believed,
and freshmen - you’ve been warned.
Now, I know most people dislike the
pandemonium that accompanies the SA
elections, but there is one very heartening
aspect of this occasion that often gets lost
in the shuffle: the incredible activist spirit
that defines the SA election season. It’s truly amazing that candidates can marshal so
many people to rise early and spend hours
in the cold encouraging passersby to vote,
even as classes and exams demand their attention.
What makes this possible, more than
any candidate’s charisma or popularity, is
the sheer energy that emanates from these
armies of supporters. This admirable willingness to put prior commitments aside for
something larger reflects our community’s
ability to advocate for our beliefs, whatever the short-term cost.

However, it is at this very same point
in the year that most of GW’s largest and
most influential student organizations eschew activist events, opting instead to put
on socially oriented programming like parties, movie screenings and restaurant outings. By choosing these
events over more subones, some of
Matt Ingoglia stantive
our strongest reserves
of student energy elect
Columnist
not to tap into the activist reservoir that SA
candidates utilize to
win. And based on recent events, they do
so at their own peril.
Take this year ’s College Democrats, for
example. With thousands of members and
mailing-list recipients, the organization
could have mounted a concerted effort to
save Martha Coakley’s ill-fated campaign
in Massachusetts. Instead, they held a
phone bank the day of the election. Worse,
the Executive Board position of assistant
off-campus activism director has sat empty
since September.
The much smaller College Republicans
channeled their fall campaign efforts by
dispatching members to campaign in Boston for Scott Brown and holding a phone
bank at the Republican National Committee’s headquarters. They overcame apathy
and tapped into the enthusiasm of their
members, with exceptional results.
My point is that as denizens of the nation’s capital with incredible opportunities
at our fingertips, all of us are uniquely po-

sitioned to interact with our government
and advocate for the ideas we hold dear.
Organizations like the CDs would do well
to stop underestimating the initiative of
their members, and should provide more
opportunities for them to take an active
role in advancing their cause. Last year,
its campaign trips and lobby days earned
them GW’s Student Organization of the
Year award, which should serve as a blueprint for success in this regard.
To be clear, I’m not saying that social
events are wastes of an organization’s
time; they do help introduce people to the
organization and its goals. But these introductions are hardly necessary in the spring
semester, when successful groups are tapping their members’ enthusiasm and running circles around orgs that falsely assume their members don’t want to protest,
canvass or lobby.
It’s time that GW’s most respected
organizations open their eyes and realize their causes aren’t any less pressing
now than they were in September. If SA
candidates can convince students to hand
out flyers on frigid mornings, our largest
student groups owe it to themselves (and
their causes) to provide year-round activist opportunities for their members. If not,
they risk a nasty slide down the slippery
slope toward irrelevance, much to their
adversaries’ glee.
Don’t believe me? I’m sure Senator
Brown would back me up on this one.
– The writer, a junior majoring in political
communication, is a Hatchet columnist.

Letters to the editor
SMPA’s ‘The Source’
canceled

"I mean as long as we
got politicians, we can find

raising. A consulting firm can “live” on contracts that allow it to provide routine, but
useful services to government agencies. In
an era of government outsourcing, these routine funding opportunities are plentiful.
Over the years, the trustees have compiled a set of rules designed to insure that
GW operates in a manner consistent with
their conception of a university. This requires
that at least 75 percent of
the regular faculty of any
school be tenured or tenParsons
ure track, essentially permanent.
Unfortunately trustee
rules can be ignored for long stretches if the
administration doesn’t share the trustees’
objectives, as the board is not vigilant. Additionally, the last administration had an
unusual preference for buildings that made
the consulting-firm model appealing. As a
result, SPHHS remained organized that way
for a decade. The school was staffed with a
“skeleton crew” of permanent faculty, approximately 40 percent of all regular faculty;
and a much smaller share of research professors, whose incomes depend entirely on their
abilities to secure contracts and grants, are
included. During this first decade the Faculty Senate regularly lamented the failure of
the administration to remedy this situation,
but with little effect.
For whatever reason - change of administration, renewed interest from the Medical
Center or from the trustees — Dean Reum

Don't underestimate student initiative

Quotable

(We love you!)

H

Shifting from consulting firm to University unit will prove beneficial

In the past six months, the Office of
Media Relations has taken up a mantra
of “the more publicity, the better” and
changed its mindset and approach toward media outlets. Instead of simply
waiting to give comment on events or
issues, the school has stepped up its efforts in actively promoting GW in various ways. This change is a positive move
for the Office of External Relations, but
it’s important the school remember that
the best way to fix a wall is not simply
to repaint it.
There is a subtle but substantial shift
in the way that universities across the
country handle external affairs. More
and more universities have now adopted
a proactive strategy when dealing with
the media and maintaining a public image. In a tangible sense, this means that
the Office of Media Relations has been
contacting more media outlets about
more events and initiatives, and recommending GW professors as experts on
pertinent issues.
That the University has chosen to
revamp the way it handles much of its
publicity is a good development. It will
mean that GW’s name will be in more
publications and will aid the development of GW as a marketable brand. In
addition, more professors will benefit
by having their names in print and their
expertise shared. While the old model
of more event-planning to news was not
necessarily detrimental, it is not a strategy that would survive in the Web 2.0
world.
The University will benefit from the
capabilities of new media, as well as from
having a staff that knows how to utilize
that media to connect with current students, potential applicants, alumni and
staff. However, with new powers come
new responsibilities. While there is not
much danger in over publicizing the
University, there is a risk of giving GW
the kind of publicity it neither needs nor
deserves. For example, with 17 GW-run
Twitter feeds, it will become increas-

to Gabby Bluestone

Lyndsey Wajert
Contributing Editor
lwajert@gwhatchet.com

Transforming GW’s School of Public Health

Staff Editorial

HAPPY

Justin Guiffré
Opinions Editor
jguiffre@gwhatchet.com

As an SMPA alumni, I was saddened
to read that the SMPA has canceled "The
Source" (“SMPA’s ‘The Source’ canceled due
to lack of enrollment” Feb. 1, 2010). Currently, I am a studio camera operator at CNN’s
Washington D.C. bureau, and much of my
hands-on training came directly from Professor Roxanne Russell’s class. In fact, I think it’s
probably safe to say that I would not have
gotten this job had it not been for my prior
experience in a television studio, especially in
producing "The Source" each week.
One of the coolest aspects of this class
was how students were assigned a different
task each week to produce the show. For instance, one week you operate studio cameras,
another week you control the video switcher,
another week you’re the tape operator, another week you’re the anchor... For anyone
interested in pursuing a career in television,
either on the editorial or the technical side,
this class was a must. In fact, I remember I
had to fight my way just to get into the class
because it was so popular at the time!
With "new media" constantly evolving
and much of journalism merging to exclusive
online-only content, the skills learned in this
class still hold water, even if one doesn’t plan
on working in TV in the future. (Not to men-

tion, this was also the most fun I had in any
SMPA class at GW.) Hopefully, enrollment in
the class will be back to where it should be
next fall - it would be a tragedy to see the program scrapped indefinitely.
-Brendan Polmer is a 2008 SMPA graduate,
former Hatchet Arts editor, opinions writer and
journalism major.

The management of
MLK Day
Special one-time service events are intended to act as a spring board into on-going service and community building, while achieving short-term goals on a grand scale. They
also involve a variety of unique challenges.
Due to time constraints, community capacity
and varied key stakeholder expectations, special one-time service events are often the most
difficult type of service initiative to organize.
While respecting the right of Nate Hennagin
to his own opinion, a number of clarifications
on the assessment of the GW Martin Luther
King, Jr. Day of Service are appropriate.
First, doing our best to connect the life
and legacy of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. to
GW’s specific service event was essential. The
GW community was not simply serving, but
rather we were serving in response to and in
honor of the life of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
as an authentic servant leader.

Second, the significance of GW’s top administrator, President Steven Knapp, and his
wife Diane serving side-by-side with GW
students cannot be underestimated. When
the commitment to service by GW’s top administrator meets the groundswell of student
dedication to make a difference, amazing
things can and did happen.
Third, GW has been managing the Michelle Obama Service Challenge with the
utmost integrity. Service-hour tracking as required by the first lady has been an appropriate priority. For the MLK Day of Service, GW
is and always was conservatively counting 3
hours per participant toward the service challenge.
Fourth, participants were asked to wear
their own GW apparel as a way to reinforce
GW pride, to show support for one another,
as well as to help project coordinators identify GW participants among the hundreds of
other volunteers from neighboring schools
and organizations. Money spent on T-shirts
in past years was used to buy project supplies.
Finally, logistics can always be improved
for any initiative. GW is committed to that
improvement and appreciates the feedback
we have received thus far. Thank you for
your service and for embracing our shared
commitment to live and learn as authentic
servant leaders.
-Timothy Kane is the director of the GW Office of Community Service.
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Students bid top Managing money in a post-grad life
coach
dollar for housing Financial
shares secrets to a 60%
40%
Ivory Tower quad
fetches bid of
$15,000
by Jennifer Terker
Hatchet Reporter
The Residence Hall Association auctioned off 10
residence hall rooms and
three prize packages with
a top bid of $15,000 at the
45th annual Martha’s Marathon this Tuesday in Columbian Square.
All the proceeds from
the event, which brings
students together to bid
thousands of dollars on
top housing opportunities
for next year, will benefit
the University Scholarship
Fund. The fund provides
financial aid to students for
housing on campus. Some
of the top bids included
a JBKO double that went
for $2,500; an Ivory Tower
double for $4,000; a Philip
Amsterdam Hall quad for
$4,200; and the top bid – an
Ivory Tower quad - for a
full $15,000.
“Martha’s is a fantastic
way to bring the community together,” said Seth
Weinshel, director of GW
Housing Programs. “It is
the longest student-run
event at GW and the RHA
did a great job planning and
implementing the event on
campus.”
One of the most intense
bidding wars was for the
Philip Amsterdam Hall

"Martha's is a fantastic
way to bring the
community together."
Seth weinshel
GW Housing Programs
Director

quad. Students raised their
bidding cards back and
forth and playfully yelled
at each other to “sit down!”
in hopes of winning the
room for themselves.
Another
entertaining
bidding war was for the
Ivory Tower quad, which
occurred
between
two
groups of students outbidding each other from the
starting bid of $1,000 to the
final bid of $15,000. Top
bidders Andrew Shapiro,
Nick Melhado, Seamus
Kerin, and Harrison Nesbit
will be living in the “sickest
room on campus” next fall.
The group “loves a good
auction” and was happy
their money was well spent
to benefit a charity as well
as award them with their
top housing choice.
Rising seniors Katie
Burggraf and Amberly Meli
won the bid for a South
Hall quad at $1,000.
Burggraf said they bid
because, “we applied to
live in South Hall this year
but we didn’t get it.”
The RHA also handed
out an award for the best
room on campus. Nominees
included the best room,
most-spirited, best theme,
and messiest room. The
semi-finalists then competed to win the audience over
by round of applause.
Winner Spencer Frenchman, who currently resides
in the messiest room on
campus in Potomac House,
promises to “keep [his]
room messy to be fair to
the community.” He added
that he could not have won
without “the hard work and
dedication to the trash and
filth” of the room without
his roommate by his side.
RHA Programming Director Brett Troisi said the
event was even more successful this year than previous years due largely in part
to increased advertising and
a Mardi Gras theme. He
said the event instills “pride
in housing and provides an
opportunity for students to
bid on special rooms as well
as the main goal of making
money.” u

balanced budget

Of income should go
to debts, taxes, food,
shelter, clothing, and bills

Source: Peter Bielagus

Of income should go to
emergency savings, short-term
goal savings and entertainment

by Shaeera Tariq
Hatchet Reporter
"Welcome to the Real
World."
The word ‘budget’ may
send chills up students'
spines – especially if they
are approaching graduation.
But if students take the appropriate steps, managing
their finances could be easier than imagined, said Peter
Bielagus, financial coach and
consultant.
Bielagus said students
who start planning before
graduation will be more
prepared once they have to
manage their own finances.
He gave The Hatchet four
ways students can control
their budgets, and we found
two suggestions from banks
about how to stay above the
bottom line.

Pay down your debts

Graphic by Rachel lee | Production manager

to make sure students pay
themselves first and then
pay everyone else. Basically, extracting a portion of
their paychecks and stashing it away in a savings account can give students the
financial standing to buy a
car or rent an apartment in
the future.

students ask themselves the
following questions: The
cheapest dry cleaning? Restaurants with half-priced appetizers? Best happy hour
deals? Maintaining current
lifestyles is possible if students know the best bargains
in town.

Consider microbudgeting

This is the first step toward freeing up cash for financial protection. Students
should pay as much of their
debt off each month as they
are able to in order to reduce
the total balance. Student
loans should be the first priority.

Bielagus suggests students budget by the day.
A daily budget will lead
to consistency in spending
if students stick to a strict
schedule. He suggests $20 a
day for food and entertainment.

Adopt a new habit

Use a new technique

Creating a plan is essential

Saving. Reaching financial goals relies heavily upon consistency, Bielagus said. A good way to
get into the savings habit is

Pegging. This strategy
gets its name from putting
pegs on a city’s map to outline the locations for the best
bargains. Bielagus suggests

Finding out how much
students spend is the key in
the planning process. Students should take a week
and write down everything
they spent money on, even
if they are not technically
footing the bill. For many,
Mom and Dad are also paying students’ cell phone
bills, health insurance and
shopping - something students will be paying for in
the years after graduation.
Making sure they incorporate all of their current

Infomails resent
after some did not
receive first alerts

ed, a spokeswoman for the
University said.
The two crimes — reports
of a man exposing his genitals
to women on campus and an
unauthorized access to and
burglary in Amsterdam Hall
— were posted on the GW
Campus Advisories Web site
Jan. 28 at 7:08 p.m. and 7:09
p.m., respectively.
The e-mails about the incidents, however, were not
sent to the entire e-mail list
of students, faculty and staff

until about 7:30 p.m. the next
day. The Jan. 29 e-mails noted
that “this message is being resent, as it may not have been
received by all members of the
GW community.”
That delay was due to “a
technical issue with the mass
e-mail database that was
resolved quickly,” University spokesperson Michelle
Sherrard said in an e-mail.
Sherrard said the e-mail was
resent “to ensure all GW
community members re-

and potential expenses will
give students a better idea
of how much money they
spend now.

Use the 60 percent solution

This is the idea that
debts, taxes, food, shelter,
clothing, and bills should be
paid from 60 percent of your
total income. The remaining
40 percent should be devoted
to emergency savings, shortterm goal savings and entertainment money.
Like millions of college
students, graduates may
soon be overwhelmed with
the idea that Mom and Dad
will not be sending checks
every month. However, with
the implementation of these
tips, students will be able to
manage their finances without too many calls to the parents. u

Technical issues delay crime alerts
by gabrielle Bluestone
Metro News Editor

A “technical issue” last
week prevented two crime
alerts from being e-mailed to
the full student body until a
day after the alerts were post-

ceived it.”
The University previously experienced issues with
delayed crime alerts in October, when a suspicious package shut down 23rd Street
near Fulbright Hall. Though
the University posted a notice about the incident on the
Campus Advisories site about
45 minutes after the package was reported, the e-mails
about the incident reached
students approximately an
hour later. u
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National Public Radio hosts trace careers 'on the air'
NPR talent Carl
Kasell says radio
will survive
by hadas gold
Life Editor
National Public Radio
personalities Diane Rehm
and Carl Kasell held an intimate conversation about
their lives on the air before
a full Jack Morton Auditorium Tuesday evening.
Kasell has worked with
NPR for 30 years and may
be best known for being the
official announcer, judge
and scorekeeper on NPR's
weekly news quiz show,
Wait, Wait... Don’t Tell Me!
The prize for the contestants on the show is Kasell
recording their voicemail
greeting.
“Radio is in our blood,”
Rehm said, adding that she
and Kasell started their careers in public radio within
two months of one another.
“We like to say that no
one at NPR actually retires,”
she said.
Kasell said he has been
interested in radio since he
was a child, when he would
play behind his family’s radio and pretend to be the
voices on air. He developed
his voice while participating in drama and radio
classes in high school in

Goldsboro, N.C.
When Rehm asked Kasell how he keeps his characteristic baritone voice in
shape to make the news
sound so interesting, Kasell
said he does nothing but focus on telling the story.
“The important thing is
the message to what you’re
saying,” Kasell said. “Forget how you’re saying it,
go ahead and say it because
that will come through –
your personality and smile
will come through.”
Up until this past December Kasell was the
newscaster for NPR’s daily
Morning Edition. When he
started with Wait, Wait...
Don’t Tell Me! NPR executives were wary of his double role.
“They were worried it
would take away my dignity,” Kasell said, laughing.
“It’s been so much fun.”
The show today has
around 3 million listeners, a
million of them via podcast,
and Kasell said that now,
whenever they have traveling
shows, they always sell out.
“We sold out Carnegie
Hall in 90 minutes,” he
said.
Kasell said humor can
always be found in the serious news of the day.
“I mean as long as we
got politicians, we can find
something amusing,” he
said. “You can find the humor, you can find the lighter side if you look for it.”

CHris Gregory | Assistant Photo Editor

Radio personalities Carl Kasell and Diane Rehm discuss the future of radio journalism and their careers at National Public Radio during an
event at the Jack Morton Auditorium Tuesday evening.
As for the future of radio, Kasell said that radio is
just as strong as it has ever
been, noting that when TV
first made its debut, people
were calling it the death of
radio.

Metro to simulate explosion
Minor delays
expected between
Rosslyn and GWU

by Sally Behan	
Hatchet Reporter
A simulated explosion
designed to test D.C. emergency responses will occur
Feb. 13 between the Rosslyn
and Foggy Bottom Metro
stations, causing some minor delays, a spokeswoman
said.
The explosion exercise
will begin at 8 a.m. and last
through noon, said Cathy
Asato, a spokesperson for

the Washington Metropolitan Area Transportation
Authority. The simulation
is one of three planned for
February and aims to help
safety organizations - like
the Metropolitan Police Department, D.C. Fire Department, federal agents, and
emergency medical services
- practice.
Because the exercise is
occurring during scheduled
track work at the Rosslyn
station, Asato said there will
not be significant changes to
Metro service at the Foggy
Bottom station.
“The only thing you
might see are some emergency personnel,” Asato
said. “You might see some

fire trucks or police vehicles
in that area, but the service
should not be affected. There
may be a few [emergency
vehicles around GW], but
the majority of the activity
is going to be taking place at
Rosslyn station.”
The exercises, designed
to “help reinforce the region’s
strategy for responding to a
Metro-related incident,” according to a WMATA news
release, will occur less than a
year after the deadliest crash
in Metro history, which occurred June 22.
The simulation will be
funded through a $1.2 million grant urban security
initiative, according to the
news release. u

“I think we’re going to
survive,” he said.
If not, Kasell, in addition
to his radio talents, is also
an accomplished magician.
During the show, he pulled
a red scarf out of “thin air.”

University
President
Steven Knapp and his wife
Diane attended the event.
Knapp said Jack Morton
Auditorium
underwent
renovations for exactly this
type of occasion.

CRIME LOG

Harassment

Disorderly Conduct

1/27/10 - Off-campus
housing - Time unknown - Case closed
A student reported to
UPD that her roommate had been posting a blog concerning
private conversations
they had together. The
complainant told her
roommate to stop posting and the blog was
taken down.
Referred to SJS

1/29/10 - Academic
Center breezeway
- 1:50 a.m. - Case
closed
University Police responded to a report of
a student urinating in
the Academic Center
breezeway. On contact
with the subject, the officers found that he was
intoxicated. He was assessed and transported
to GW Hospital.
Referred to Student
Judicial Services
Drug Law Violation
1/28/10 - Mitchell
Hall - 4 p.m. - Case
closed
UPD
officers
were
asked by health and
safety inspectors to respond to paraphernalia
found in plain view in
a room. GW Housing
Programs staff conducted an administrative search and found
1.1 grams of marijuana,
drug paraphernalia and
alcohol.
Referred to SJS
1/30/10 - Thurston Hall 2:05 a.m. - Case closed
UPD responded to a report
of a suspicious odor. GW
Housing Programs staff
conducted an administrative search and found 0.1
grams of marijuana, paraphernalia and alcohol.
Referred to SJS

Indecent Exposure
1/25/10 - Lerner
Health and Wellness
Center - 6 p.m. - Case
closed
A student reported to
UPD that she was outside HelWell and was
approached by an unknown male on a bicycle who opened his
jacket and exposed
himself to her. He then
fled on his bike.
No identifiable subject
1/25/10 - Philip Amsterdam Hall - 9:50
p.m. - Case closed
Several students reported they observed
an unknown male masturbating outside of a
window. He then approached them and exposed himself to them.
When someone yelled
at him, he jumped on a
bike and fled.
No identifiable subject
Liquor Law Violation

“Diane Rehm is a real
Washington institution here,
and Carl Kasell is a voice millions of people hear,” Knapp
said. “I thought it was a very
positive event and we’re glad
to host it.” u

1/30/10 - City Hall
- 1:21 a.m. - Case
closed
UPD responded to a
report of a loud noise.
Upon contact with the
occupants of the room,
officers observed alcohol in plain view. The
occupants were assessed and released.
Referred to SJS
1/31/10 - Thurston
Hall - 1:17 a.m. - Case
closed
UPD observed an intoxicated male student
in the lobby. He was assessed and released.
Referred to SJS
Theft
1/30/10 - Georgetown - 11 p.m. - Case
closed
A student reported to
UPD that she left her
purse unattended in a
Georgetown restaurant.
When she returned to
her purse, her wallet
was gone.
Off-campus incident
1/31/10 - Sesto Senso 12:30 a.m.- Case closed
A student reported that
she had her wallet stolen at Sesto Senso. She
brought the wallet with
her to the dance floor
when she was bumped
into and dropped it. When
she looked for the wallet,
it was gone.
Off-campus incident
– Compiled by T.C. Flowers
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There may be snow on the ground but spring break is right around
the corner. Not sure what to do? We've put together five options
for a vacation, all at different price levels to suit any budget.

Cruise
Why worry about all the details for spring break
- how to get there, where to stay, where to eat - when
you can have it all provided for you? There are countless types of cruises from which to choose: from European cruises, to Alaskan cruises, to the typical Caribbean
cruises. From high class to Disney, you can find whatever kind of vacation you want. The thing with cruising is, on most major cruise lines at least one member of
the party must be 21 years old. Even if the drinking age
is different out at sea, to make the reservation, there is
usually an age requirement.
The Student City Party

Cruise package offers a 5-hour cruise and four-to-fiveday stay in Freeport, Bahamas for anyone over the age of
18. While on the ship, students are offered many different
modes of entertainment, from dance lessons to lounging around the pool. The boat leaves from Fort Lauderdale, Fla. and offers a free buffet lunch on the trip to and
from the island. Taxi service from the port to the hotel is
also complimentary. Most hotels that book through the
cruise package are located close to the downtown area
or on the beach and also offer free breakfast.
There are additional party packages available for
purchase, starting at $79, that include all-you-can-drink
deals at local bars and a booze cruise during the day. Because the drinking age is 18 on the island, there are more
than eight student-friendly bars and clubs in the area for
your entertainment.
Depending on which partner hotel you choose to
stay at and how many people you share your room
with, the total cruise starting price begins at $488.
For a more traditional cruise option, and if you
have at least one person in your group who is 21,
try a five-day cruise with one of the more popular cruise lines, such as Royal Caribbean, Carnival
or Norwegian Cruise lines. To get the true spring
break flavor, take one of the many Caribbean
cruise trips that leaves from various destinations
in Florida. A five-night cruise on Royal Caribbean
that leaves from Tampa and stops in Costa Maya
and Cozumel, Mexico is around $400 per person.
(The higher price is due to all-inclusive meals.) Currently, flights to Tampa from D.C. are around $300,
which would make the total trip price around $700.

Cruise for 18+ Ages

How much does
a cruise cost?

$788

Total (with flight) starting at 
Cruise requiring 21+ age reservation

Total (with flight) starting at around 

$700

Staying home
It might be that the prospect of escaping to Florida,
California or Cancun might seem too typical, or it might
be that the best relaxation comes from being at the place
most familiar to the senses. Maybe it's just the idea of
spending nearly $1,000 for one week that seems a little
outrageous to you. Either way, for those who use spring
break as a chance to go home, there are still lots of
things to do, even if they are initially overlooked.
Even when at home, spring break is still an
excuse to take trips to sights unseen and
places undiscovered. Play tourist. Go
to your local bookstore and pick up
a travel guide for your area, such as
Lonely Planet. You may discover
places you never knew before.
Pick up a copy of Weird U.S.
to search for the local oddities that haunt your local
town, and have fun getting
lost in the process.
Explore the great outdoors. That new years
resolution you’re still
working on? Why not
get a workout by taking a
hike? Visit the local recreational
office and see what trails are around your area.
You may need to take a bit of a drive to get out there,
but grab a friend, your dog and some packed lunches to
make it a fun day.
Of course, home is also a place to escape the hectic
schedules and busy lives many students lead. To do this,

How much
does it cost to
go home?
				
				
				
				

simply catch up on some much-needed sleep or unwind
by spending a whole day in the bookstore, with your
phone turned off. If you get into the feeling of
being off the grid, start a new project
- big or small - and enjoy the pervasive lack of constant interruption.
Sometimes the best way to enjoy being at a place where you have no
obligations is to rediscover the ease
of life without them – temporarily, of
course. When there is nothing to do and
no one else is around, break out the old Sega
Genesis or Super Nintendo (or download
older games to a new Wii) and relive your
childhood memories. Get hooked on a
TV marathon until the wee hours of
the morning, before giving in to the
inevitable snooze.
Finally, if all else fails, do homework. Though it may seem like
the least appealing option, come
the return to school it will get
you ahead of your fellow students who
were partying on
the beaches of Lauderdale or catching the
rays at Malibu. After
all, many would prefer coming back to class well-rested and prepared rather than forcing their hand at that
one paper with a suddenly approaching due date after
break’s end.

Flight/train/car ride home: 
Accommodations: 
Entertainment and shopping: 

Most likely paid for by your parents
$0
Depends on the person, estimate $200

$200

Total: 

CANADA
Many like to think of Canada
simply as our 51st state, but the
truth lies much farther from that.
If you’re willing to venture north
of the border in early spring, you’ll
find there is much to be done in
the largest country in the Americas
(where, wonderfully enough, the
drinking age is just 18).
Start with a trip to the province
of Quebec, with its old-world feel
and French influence. Often referred to as Paris without the jet lag,
Montréal is a city which has made
a name for itself as an edgy cultural
melting pot. Driving is an option,
and allows for freedom within the
city. If you have a car and choose to
drive, the trip takes about 10 hours
from the District and passes through
Philadelphia, New York and several
other potential, fun pit stops (especially if you have friends living in
the area). Or, if you choose, there is
Amtrak service to Montreal. The to				
				
				
				
				
				
				

How much is a
trip to Canada,
including
Montréal and
				
Quebec?


tal trip is around $75 each way, and
about 15 hours from D.C. Flights
run quite expensive to Montréal, rivaling road trip flights to Europe, so
look at the longer journey as a road
trip and save hundreds of dollars.
Once in Montréal, check out La
Ronde, an amusement park on an island in the St. Lawrence River, or indulge yourself with some shopping
on Sainte Catherine Street, the main
thoroughfare. Relax afterwards over
drinks and classic French cuisine in
the old quarter at Restaurant Toqué
or Aix. Give yourself at least three
days to really explore the area.
Check out what is often cited as
the hippest district of Montréal, Plateau du Mont Royal. Lonely Planet
says it “boasts arty residents, great
bars and restaurants, and a bohemian vibe. The distinctive architecture,
characterized by spiral staircases
and colorful old Victorian houses, is
what makes this area so cool.”

But undoubtedly the most enchanting place in the Francophone
province is Québec City. From Montréal, spend $40 on gas and three
hours on Autoroute 20, or take the
Via Rail train for around $50, to get
to this fascinating blend of old and
new. Once there, check into the
Chateau Frontenac, a majestic hotel
dating back to 1893 that stands tall
on a cliff rising above Rue du Petit
Champlain, which is said to be the
oldest street in North America. Eat
at L’Auberge du Trésor across the
rue from the Frontenac, or check out
L’Astral, a revolving rooftop restaurant in the Loews Le Concorde. And
be sure not to miss The Battlefields
Park, an urban green space comparable in size to New York’s Central
Park.
If you get sick of the city, the
area around Montréal is full of ski
resorts, so ask your hotel concierge
and get ready to hit the slopes.

Average Hotel price in Montréal for three days: 
(remember up to four can sleep in a room)
Average Hotel price in Quebec City for two days: 
Food and entertainment per day for six days: 
Transportation:
Car: 
Trains and taxis: 

Total: 

$240
$200
$180
$230
$300

$850 (Car)
$920 (Train)

Stories by: Hadas Gold, Max McGowen, and Miranda Green

Ski Resort

Scoff at the idea of tanning? Prefer doing something rather than
sitting around? Then a ski vacation might be more your pace. Spring
break is the perfect time to hit the slopes because the mountains are
still packed with snow and there are lots of options for cheap packages that include lift tickets, lodging and plane tickets. Since
we get the whole week off, plan on going in
the middle of the week to avoid weekend
rates.
While you could venture out to places
like Colorado, there are some great
ski options closer to home. One of
the best and closest is White Tail,
two hours northwest from
the District. For around
$274 you can get a
three-day ski rental and pass. For
even cheaper rates,
check out some hotels
and inns in the area offering discounted ski
rates if you book a room
through them first. (For a more oldstyle, romantic lodge feel, check out Mercersburg Inn, where rooms
start at around $160 a night.) You can also get four-person rooms at
the White Tail Inn for around $150, which makes it around $37.50 per
person a night.
Not quite sure how to ski and don’t want to get stuck on a black
diamond trail... or not even sure what that is? Group ski lessons are
available at Whitetail for around $38.
A car is pretty necessary in the area, so look to rent, or hit home first
and borrow from a friend.
As for food options, there are several at the resort itself, and other
restaurants in the area, although it’s often just as fun to buy some groceries and spend time with friends cooking for yourselves.
If you want to get a little more out there, try Inertia Tours, which offers complete packages for a spring break ski trip to Breckenridge, Colo.
The Colorado ski package offers five nights of lodging and four days
of lift tickets. By booking through the company, you'll get discounted
lessons at $80.
The company also offers combined condo and airfare packages so
that you don’t have to worry about booking a flight. Flights can also
be booked out of Dulles airport. If you choose the trip with airfare for
four people, sharing one room at a medium-priced condo, the total
price per person is $978, not including food and entertainment.
			
			
			
			
			

How much
is the total
per person to
			
White Tail?

Gas for the trip: 
Three day ski package: 
Hotel for four nights:
(assuming four people to a room)
Food and entertainment for four days: 

TOTAL: 

$40
$274
$150
$150

$614

Europe
Sometimes North America just gets too boring. The United States
seems like a vast wilderness between two coasts, Mexico’s party destinations are so clichéd to the point of irrelevance, and even Canada’s
multicultural flair can appear tired. When that happens, the overworked spring break imagination settles on what is only the next logical trip: Europe.
While it is a pricey trip, adventuring in Europe is a prospect that even
the seasoned world traveler cannot turn down, as there is always something to discover in the 47 countries and 4 million square miles that make
up this landmass.
Whether paradise for the epicurean or riveting for the
newcomer, a trip here is
an exciting alternative to
staying stateside.
Start with England. Booking a
roundtrip flight
from Dulles airport to London’s
Heathrow Airport
will cost about
$700. Once there,
budget around
three days to
spend touring.
The traditional sites to hit
include the houses of Parliament and Buckingham Palace, but when the royalty gets overbearing, check out the Afro-Caribbean cultural scene in Brixton, located in
southeast London. Or try the nightlife in the economically diverse and
recently revitalized Soho area.
Unlike the United States, driving won’t be necessary to continue the
trip, so book the rest of your trip on Europe’s high-speed train network.
Prices will vary based on how many cities are visited, seating class and
whether the tickets are city-to-city or part of a bundled pass.
A two and a half hour ride under the English Channel will lead
to the iconic Paris. Like London, there are lots of traditional attractions to see – the Eiffel Tower, the Champs Elysées and the Louvre (to
say hello to the Mona Lisa) to name a few – but also much more, so
expect to spend around three days exploring. Don’t miss Montmartre, a nightclub district situated on a hill overlooking the rest of the
city and featuring the famous Basilique du Sacré-Coeur (Basilica of
the Sacred Heart). Or check out the enormous Bois du Boulogne in
western Paris, commissioned by Napoléon III to replicate the model
of London’s Hyde Park.
Go east from Paris on the train for a two-day visit to Amsterdam,
traditionally associated in American minds with socially permissive attitudes and a lax legal climate. Be sure to explore de Wallen (Dutch for
“the quays”) but be careful because it is the city’s infamous red-light
district. Ironically, Amsterdam’s oldest parish church, aptly named
Oude Kerk (“Old Church”), is located in the center of this neighborhood. Tread lightly – the floor is made entirely of gravestones. There
is so much to do in this city of 1.36 million and the haze of cafes that
readily serve marijuana, that it is easy to lose track of time.
It's doubtful you’ll have much time left after visiting three cities, but
this brief European tour will definitely give you a quick glimpse into an
amazing and beautiful area of the world.
Wherever the journey ends, grab a train back to London to make the
return flight out of Heathrow to the United States. The 7-hour flight will
surely provide an ample chance for finishing that one paper you were
supposed to be working on.
		

How
		
		
much
		
		
is
all of
		
this
for
		
		
a
trip to
		
Europe?

$700
Round trip flight D.C. to London’s Heathrow 
Average price for three nights in a London hostel:  $90
Average price for three nights in a Paris hostel: 
$120
Average price for two nights in Amsterdam hostel:  $70
Eurostar London to Paris: 
$90
Train Paris to Amsterdam: 
$80
Train Amsterdam to London: 
$130
Food and entertainment for eight days: 
$400
TOTAL: 

$1,680

(Per person, all prices estimated and calculated with the most recent exchange rates)
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Aday tells students to go 'into the hut'
Professor speaks of
round-the-world
trips in lecture

die."
The doctor reasoned
that if he saved the girl, he
would have been asked to
provide antibiotics to the
rest of the village as well.
Using the Laos story as
a jumping point, Aday told
students they should go into
the hut, but know that after,
they will be changed.
"Have as many experiences as you can, pushing
yourself out of your comfort

zone, all in an effort to better understand the world,
the people in it, and your
relationship and responsibilities to both," he said.
"Second, and just as important, always ask yourself
why you’re doing this, why
you’re living the life you’re
living, why you’re not living a different life, whether
you’re making the right decisions."
The Last Lecture Series

started at Carnegie Mellon
University and gained notoriety when the now-famed
professor Randy Pausch
gave his Last Lecture while
terminally
ill.
Pausch's
experience spurred GW
to adopt the series, held
the first Tuesday of every
month. Aday said continuing this tradition made this
lecture the most difficult he
has ever written.
"How do you come up
with something that reaches
this standard without being
unbelievably pretentious?
This may be the most difficult part – avoiding the trap
of self-parody," he said.
And for Aday, this lecture took on even more
importance, as next month
he returns to war-torn Afghanistan, a place where he
has previously dodged bullets and bombs, only to later
hear about how his wife
woke up crying, dreading
that she would have to tell
their children that he died.
"The work I’ve done in
Iraq and Afghanistan involves training journalists
how to be, for want of a better word, 'good' journalists,"
he said. "It’s really quite
moving, to be honest." u

“It’s almost indescribable,” Barbera said of the
wreckage he and a team
of doctors, volunteers and
aid workers from the Fairfax County Urban Search
and Rescue team witnessed
during their deployment in
Haiti.
“The amount of widespread collapse of buildings
over a widespread area is
probably beyond anything
our task force has worked
with,” Barbera said.
In the past, members of
the team have deployed to
assist in search and rescue
efforts around the world,
including after the 2004 tsunami in Asia.
The doctors returned
from their mission last week,
and McIntyre and Petinaux
described the experience at
an event at the GW Medical
Center Monday afternoon.
“The impact of the earthquake sort of affected everything,” McIntryre said.
“It was a major challenge doing simple things,
just driving across the city,”

McIntyre added.
Using dogs to sniff for
life buried beneath the slabs
of collapsed concrete, along
with listening equipment
to locate trapped individuals, the team spent hours
extracting victims and treating them for injuries sustained during the violent
shock and aftershocks of the
earthquake.
“It’s a pretty complex
process, but it goes smoothly in most cases because
we’ve trained so much,”
Barbera said.
McIntyre told The Hatchet that some of the team’s 16
rescues were time-intensive
and technically challenging,
including the rescue of the
woman trapped in the university.
“The primary focus of
an urban search and rescue team is the extraction
of individuals who are entrapped in enclosed structures,” McIntyre said. “The
medical component, which
Dr. Petinaux and I were a
part of, cares not only for

the entrapped individuals,
but also the members of the
team in what can be a fairly
austere environment.”
In the midst of orchestrating rescues of trapped
Haitians, the team also had
to keep in mind its own
safety.
“The safety of the rescuers is paramount and that’s
why we wear helmets and
goggles or glasses – safety
glasses – then also steeltoed boots and gloves, making sure that the rescuers
remain healthy and safe,”
Petinaux said.
But Petinaux said he was
heartened by the courage of
the Haitian people, and said
their fortitude was a positive among the devastation.
“I think certainly the
widespread effort really
struck me and the impact
that this earthquake had,”
Petinaux said. “On the other hand, what really struck
me was the resilience of the
local population that I was
very surprised and very impressed with.” u

by tom foley
Hatchet Reporter
Professor Sean Aday
told a packed Marvin Center Amphitheatre to always
think before "going into the
hut" during GW's Last Lecture Series Tuesday night.
Setting his story in Laos,
Aday spoke about 45-yearold Francis, a doctor who
invited Aday and his travel party to drinks, only to
shock them at the end of the
night by telling the travel
party about how he entered
a hut and let a young girl
die.
"He [entered the hut]
and found the girl dying.
Her particular illness escapes me – I don’t even remember if he mentioned
it – but it could have been
treated with some basic antibiotics," Aday said. "All
he had to do was take the
girl in his tuk tuk and go to
the hospital. Instead he did
nothing. He left the girl to

HAITI
from p. 1
professor of emergency
medicine – helped rescue
16 Haitians, including the
woman trapped in the university’s remains, after an
earthquake with a magnitude of 7.0 tore through the
country.
The team communicated
with the woman, with the
aid of a volunteer Haitian
rescue company, then treated her with IVs and pain
medications and ultimately
freed her.
“She was intermittently lucid and she was very
thankful that we were freeing her,” Barbera said.
For more than two
weeks, several GW professors combed through the
rubble and destruction left
by the massive earthquake,
searching for survivors
trapped in the piles of concrete, glass and steel the
quake left in its path.

The GW Hatchet

News

poppy lynch | hatchet photographer

School of Media and Public Affairs professor Sean Aday tells
audience members of his travels Tuesday night as part of the
University's Last Lecture Series

Media
from p. 1
Voles said. “Our media team
is proactive in finding story
ideas and reaching out to student and external media with
potential opportunities.”
In recent weeks, the media relations specialists have
sent out e-mails to media outlets offering streaming video
from GW experts on topics
like the State of the Union
and the Haiti relief efforts.
“They work closely with
GW’s schools and colleges to
feature the University’s experts, initiatives and accomplishments, and spotlight the
many ways our students and
faculty are making an impact - through public service,
research, sustainability and
more,” Voles said.
The media relations team
also works with communications directors from GW’s
separate schools and administrative departments to help
promote events and achievements. Samara Sit, director
of communication for the
School of Media and Public
Affairs, said she works with
Emily Cain, a media relations
specialist, to publicize SMPA
events.
Jennifer Golden, director
of Elliott School of International Affairs public affairs,
said she works with the Office of Media Relations in a
similar capacity.
“The Elliott School Office
of Public Affairs communicates regularly with the Office of External Relations,”
Golden said. “We all work
toward the same mission
- promoting GW and its resources to our constituents,”
Golden said. “Since we’re located at 1957 E St. and have
the opportunity to focus specifically on one school, we’re
able to assist GW media relations in reaching the Elliott
School community, and they
have the resources to help us
communicate with a larger
GW audience and the greater
public.”
The recent expansion of
the media operation is part of
a growing trend that colleges
and universities nationwide
are adopting to increase name
recognition, said Scott Jaschik,
an editor at Inside Higher Ed,
an online trade publication
for higher education.
“It’s not unusual,” Jaschik said. “Generally, colleges pay a lot of attention to
having their programs writ-

ten about. GW is also cognizant of their position in the
research community. They
want to be known in a certain
way.”
Jaschik added that over
the past several years, the
role of a media relations office has broadened. Staffers
no longer simply provide
comments for reporters who
contact the office, but also
push media outlets to cover
certain stories or use faculty
members’ expert opinions in
their coverage.
“It is the norm for them
to be pushing stories, not just
fielding calls,” Jaschik said.
Before 2008, the media relations office fell under GW’s
Communications Division,
headed by Michael Freedman, who today serves as director of GW’s Global Media
Institute.
Freedman said his office
dealt with media relations,
communication during crises, and planning for University events.
“I think you’ll find that
both models are well accepted within higher education,” Freedman said. “You
could always use more people to handle the enormous
amount of activity at an institution as vibrant as GW.
That’s because media relations is responsible for much
more than just responding to
questions.”
Jaschik said that at many
universities, media relations
offices have now been included in larger departments
that deal with university
relations or marketing. Universities like Syracuse and
Northwestern have media
relations teams with eight or
more staff members.
At Boston University –
one of GW’s peer group institutions – the media relations
office is included under the
university’s Department of
Marketing and Communications and is responsible for
pushing stories about BU to
media outlets.
“We have a very active
model of getting our faculty
out in major publications
across the country,” said Colin Riley, executive director
of media relations for Boston
University. “We’ve been doing it for the longest time.”
Overall, Voles said the
shift in focus for the media
relations department provides a better opportunity to
plan and communicate.
“We are trying our best
to be a customer-friendly operation,” Voles said. u

Arts
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Check this
out...

Lucky Dub, TNTrio and East
Coast Caravan will perform
at The Red and The Black
Feb. 4.

Check out Olivia
Mancini and the Mates
at The Black Cat Feb. 10.
Tickets are $10.

H

Japan Festival, at the Marvin
Center Grand Ballroom Feb.
5, will offer everything from
anime to origami.

Of Montreal: Anything but ordinary

by emily katz
Hatchet Reporter
The scene at Of Montreal’s Thursday show at the 9:30 Club: extras
dressed as priests and prepubescent
boys roamed the stage, lead singer Kevin Barnes crucified himself and group
members sported neon costumes.
So, pretty standard antics from the
Athens, Ga. quintet.
Opening with the melodic number
“Suffer for Fashion,” the concert started
off relatively tame. The group dressed
their best for the show: Barnes wore a
green top with red jeans, a polka-dot
headscarf and opalescent blue eye
shadow; guitarist Bryan Poole rocked a
neon green Indian-style tunic, complete
with neon orange shoes and hair; and
Dottie Alexander looked quite comfortable behind her keyboard in a jade
green ruched dress.
Flash forward to about halfway
through the concert, during the slow ditty “St. Exquisite’s Confessions,” a song
from their latest album, 2008’s “Skeletal
Lamping.” Out came a performer in a
pair of footy pajamas, meant to resemble a young boy, and a man in priest’s
robes. An interactive dance of sorts followed, meant to evoke thoughts of the
Roman Catholic Church sex scandals
from a few years prior. The audience
roared in delight. This song has been an
eccentric highlight during past shows:
actress Susan Sarandon made a cameo
while at the group’s Highline Ballroom

show in New York City, spanking a
man dressed like a pig.
Denouncing Christianity seemed
to be a focal point of the band’s set.
Barnes ended the show by taking off
his shirt and hanging himself from a
cross. The music died down and the
lights dimmed as he bent his head, suggesting a Christ-inspired death. Once
again, the crowd loved it.
When not shocking the crowd with
its outrageous behavior, Of Montreal
still managed to perform a stellar live
show. The vocals sounded identical to
the recorded numbers, and the song
choices spanned the group’s entire catalog. Some songs didn’t resonate quite
as much with the crowd – “Forecast
Fascist Future,” a song off the band’s
first album “The Sunlandic Twins,”
seemed virtually unknown to the audience – but favorites like “Disconnect
The Dots” were well received.
The encore featured “I Want You
Back,” a tribute to Michael Jackson
that revved up the already energized
crowd.
“There are a lot of songs by Of Montreal that I like more than ‘I Want You
Back,’ ” said Gettysburg College sophomore Katie Wood. “But that number
was my favorite part of the show. The
crowd just went crazy.”
Fans will have to wait and see if the
show’s religious overtones reflect any
themes in “False Priest,” the group’s
upcoming album scheduled to be released this year. u

London Venturelli | Hatchet Photographer

Indie-pop outfit Of Montreal performs to an appreciative crowd at the 9:30 Club. The group is known for its outlandish
shows, and did not disappoint last week.

"Authors Out Loud" launch QuickTakes...
Hatchet Arts reviews action and
speaks volumes
coming-of-age films
interprets her own successes and failures,
with humorous, though sometimes painful,
scrutiny.
Author Myla Goldberg provided an inGoldberg also mentioned her fascination
side look at her writing Thursday during the with Jewish mysticism, a subject she studied
launch of “Authors Out Loud,” a literary se- “on a whim one semester in college.” This
ries cosponsored by GW held at the D.C. Jew- “whim” became ingrained in Goldberg’s
ish Community Center.
mind, and is present in much of her writing.
An offshoot of a University English
Goldberg’s first novel, “Bee Season,” was
course called “Literature Live” that studies adapted into a movie in 2005, a process to
contemporary Jewish Ameriwhich Goldberg slowly grew
can authors, the event reaccustomed.
ceived funding from alumnus
“I wanted to provide the
and University Trustee David
most accurate portrait I could
"Writing
it's
sort
of
Bruce Smith. The series will
of my writing. Once my portrait
feature writers like Goldberg
is finished, I don’t go back,” she
the opposite of
and novelist Howard Jacobson,
said. The story focuses on the
who will be GW’s third BritNaumann family and its memblogging and
ish Council U.K. writer in resibers’ struggle for new identities
dence starting Friday.
tweeting."
after 9-year-old Eliza becomes
At the event, Goldberg disa spelling bee champ.
cussed prominent themes in
Goldberg said she felt
her work.
strangely about having so much
Myla Goldberg artistic license as a fiction writer,
“The idea that the world
is broken and we have to try
but that her self-discipline has
Author
and fix it resonates deeply
been a huge factor in her sucwith me,” she said. “It’s a very
cess. Her latest novel, "Wickett's
Jewish theme. It’s a universal
Remedy," required significant
theme.” Her characters often undergo a long research about the 1918 influenza epidemic.
process of self-discovery, during which they
“I find her writing surprisingly gripping.
determine their strengths and weaknesses She writes very well about the human conand find their places in the world. “That’ll Be dition... she writes these beautifully delicate
Two Dollars and Fifty Cents Please,” a short characters,” said sophomore Tess Malone, a
story of Goldberg’s that she read during the member of the “Literature Live” course.
event, depicts a small town in Wisconsin and
At the event, Goldberg was animated, sarthe power that its greatest celebrity, “Little castic and, above all, humble.
Darling,” holds over the town and the nar“Writing — it’s sort of the opposite of blogrator. “Little Darling” becomes the medium ging and tweeting because I’m trying to conthrough which the narrator understands and ceal. I don’t want you to see me,” she said. u

by Ekiria magala
Hatchet Reporter

Ashley-Lynn Goldstein | Hatchet photographer

Author Myla Goldberg discusses spelling bees and Jewish mysticism at the launch of "Authors Out Loud."
last week at the D.C. Jewish Community Center

“An Education”

“Legion”

“An Education” is not about
a typical school experience. Instead, the newest indie offering
from Danish director Lone Scherfig centers on “the university of
life.”
The film opens in a London
suburb circa 1961, where the
seemingly mundane existence of
British teen Jenny Miller (Carey
Mulligan) consists of Latin translations, cello concerts and dreams
of an Oxford acceptance letter.
Everything changes with a chance
run-in with David Goldman (Peter Sarsgaard), a mysterious older
man who offers her a ride in his
vintage sports car and entrance
into his inner circle that includes
cocktail parties, Parisian excursions and designer garb.
Many directors have attempted and failed to chronicle the
coming-of-age story, and it seems
at times that “An Education” is
destined to join the unfortunate
group of cliché dramas with a
common plot: “average girl falls
for a wealthy, esteemed older man
as he welcomes her into the upper crust of society.” Luckily, the
film is saved by its script, penned
by British author Nick Hornby.
Like his quirky novels, Hornby’s
screenplay sweeps the audience
away with the same swiftness
with which David captures Jenny,
but then pauses and slows to let
the scenes and the action develop.
Jenny is witnessing this world
for the first time and, it seems, so
are we. At a jazz club, the camera
lingers on the twinkling of the
chandeliers shaking to the beat
of the music, and remains on the
diamonds suspended on the patrons’ necks, effectively summarizing the exotic unfamiliarity of
Jenny’s new surroundings.
Newcomer Carey Mulligan
anchors the movie and manages
to capture Jenny’s delight, captivation and hesitation perfectly.
The result is an original and entertaining story that proves not all
education takes place in a classroom.
“An Education” is recommended to moviegoers who enjoyed “Breakfast at Tiffany’s,”
“The Graduate” and “High Fidelity.”

As writer and director, Scott Stewart
must claim responsibility for “Legion.”
His film tells the story of an apocalyptic
adventure had by the Archangel Michael
(Paul Bettany), who goes rogue after God
decides to repeat the biblical purge of humanity. This time, He’s sent a “legion” of
angels to possess the weaker members of
society and take mankind out from the inside.
The basic, if somewhat flimsy, premise
was clear from the previews; people who
then decided to go and see the movie were
probably hoping for a pleasant surprise.
They didn’t get one: “Legion” is as much
a disappointment as one can reasonably
expect from its trailer.
Stewart did manage to shock audiences with one element: the apocalypse happens off screen! That’s right, this movie
shows zero global destruction. Audiences
were lured in with an appeal to their inner
Thanatos, and were then denied the excitement of an Armageddon – even one as
poorly conceived as that by Scott Stewart.
What’s left is a movie that takes itself
way too seriously; it’s absolutely littered
with theological discourse. For example,
the story unfolds in the community of
Paradise Falls – which, in keeping with the
film’s spirit of distastefully conspicuous
metaphors and botched biblical allusions,
might just as easily been called Golden
Turkey. Another instance of forced sanctimony occurs in the build-up to the first
fight, when the audience is asked to pause
while Michael expounds on the meaning
and source of faith in his life.
The action-packed gun battles are interrupted again so that Michael can deliver the waitress’ baby. Michael explains
that this baby is the hope for human continuity, that it must be protected at all costs,
then says nothing more on the subject —
like why the baby is so important.
“Legion” didn’t need to be such a disaster, which is probably the most frustrating thing of all. At its opening, Stewart
provided the perfect cast of characters for
a fun action film. He just killed them off
too quickly. He also introduced some pretty terrific villains — the dirty-mouthed
granny, the hellish ice-cream man — but,
again, killed them off prematurely.
Finally, the movie’s end seems to be
less the resolution to a really bad movie
than a suggestion that there might be an
even worse sequel. Let’s hope there isn’t.
“Legion” is half-heartedly recommended to fans of “The Prophecy” trilogy; see it fast though, because it’s unlikely it will be in theaters much longer.

Landmark E Street Cinema
(Romance, Drama; PG-13)

Georgetown Loews
(Action/Adventure, Horror; R)

–Kathryn Beard

–Joshua Hock

DistrictMixtape

TNTrio
Hip-hop and rock group
TNTrio is relatively new to
GW’s campus, but they’ve
already made a name for
themselves with hard-hitting
original songs and innovative
covers. Maybe the group will
play one of these 10 tracks
(their current favorites) during
their next gig.

1. "The People" by Common

6. "Film" by Aphex Twin

2. "Crazy Jane" by Dizzy Balloon

7. "Let It Roll" by Hieroglyphics

3. "My Hit and Run" by Third Eye Blind

8. "Good Day" by Jukebox the Ghost

4. "Don’t Sweat The Technique" by Eric
B. & Rakim

9. "Greater Things" by Outerlimitz

5. "You Know What" by N.E.R.D.

10. "Recognized Thresholds of Negative
Stress" by Boogiemonsters
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SMHS
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Wednesday that the medical
school was reaccredited for another eight years. Scott was traveling
in California Wednesday and was
unavailable for additional comment.
University President Steven
Knapp said he feels SMHS has
grown stronger during the process
of lifting the probation, adding
that the school established structures to help continue to work on
the areas the LCME previously
disapproved of.
“The medical school has
emerged stronger than ever from
this process. When something like
this happens, everyone is anxious
about it, but it really is, if you act in
the right way, it’s an opportunity
for improvement,” he said. “That’s
why we have these accreditation
processes, so we can continue to
improve.”
When the LCME placed the
school on probation in 2008, Scott
took responsibility for the issues
cited by the LCME, but Knapp
said Scott’s job was never in jeopardy.

The GW Hatchet

News
“When something like this occurs in the institution, it’s very important to focus on how to respond
and how to get work done that
needs to be done,” Knapp said.
“That was what my emphasis was
from the start. Okay, we’ve got this
report, we know what we need to
work on together as a team. I don’t
think you want to get distracted
by pointing fingers at each other
in a situation like this. You really
want to get the work done.”
Knapp said he met weekly
with Scott, University Provost and
Vice President for Health Affairs
John "Skip" Williams, and other
vice presidents from across the
University until the site visit in
October.
“My role was to meet every
single week with the leadership
of the medical center and other
people at the University that
were working on addressing and
resolving the issues the LCME
identified,” Knapp said. “So I was
working very closely with Dean
Scott, with the vice presidents of
the University.”
Knapp said the University
made a large financial investment
in addressing the problems the
LCME cited, but did not know the
exact figure. u

SEAS
from p. 1
According to the National Action
Council of Minorities in Engineering,
minorities earn fewer than 12 percent
of engineering degrees nationally
and data from the National Science
Foundation says about 11 percent of
engineers are women.
While GW’s statistics are high
and GW is above the national average for colleges, the school is working
to improve its rankings for women
and minorities, said David Dolling,
the school’s dean.
“According to the American Society of Engineering Education (ASEE)
we are no longer in the top ten,”
Dolling said in an e-mail, referring to
the number of women in the school.
“Nevertheless, we are proud of being
above the national average.”
Dolling also said that in coming
years he and the SEAS community
“certainly want to do better” in improving these statistics.
Students interviewed said GW
has already made changes to accommodate the women entering the field,
including redesigning male bathrooms for female use in Tompkins
Hall.

Matthew Knouse, this year’s
Dean’s Fellow in SEAS, said when
he gives tours of Tompkins Hall,
he shows prospective students that
“there is only one bathroom per floor
because engineering was a man’s
major. There was no need for two,”
referring to when Tompkins Hall was
built in 1956.
For Knouse, conversion of some
of these to women’s restrooms indicates “how far we’ve come – little and
big details alike.”
Shirley Penaloza, a senior pursuing a degree in civil engineering said
SEAS’ representation is impressive.
“[My classes are] almost 50-50.
That’s really impressive, because
there aren’t a lot of women in engineering,” Penaloza said. “For it to be
like this in our school shows that we
are encouraging women to go into
this field and the more women there
are, the better and faster women can
progress in this field.”
Koritzinsky said the school’s
large female population was a factor
in her choice of GW.
“SEAS does have one of the
highest percentages in the nation of
female to male students, which really impressed me,” she said. “A lot
of the big schools have only 10 to 20
percent. It creates a different environment here.” u

SA
from p. 1
remains in the cosponsorship account,
Walsh said, because the Finance Committee’s goal was to spend no more than
50 percent of the fund to ensure there
was money left over to fund events in the
spring.
“The Finance Committee’s been very
responsible this year,” Walsh said at Tuesday night’s SA meeting. “Barring any
huge expenses, it’s my prediction that we
will have a substantial amount left at the
end of the year.”
At the senate meeting, Walsh mentioned the possibility of using some of the
surplus to work with Program Board to
bring a bigger act to the annual Fountain
Fling in the spring.
Money left over is rolled into the SA’s
account for next year, but Walsh noted
that last year, there were no excess funds
rolled over.
Executive Vice President Jason Lifton
said that he agrees with the Finance Committee’s plan to recover unused funds.
“If there’s an org that’s not using
any money and we can figure out a way
to give it to someone else, that’s great,”
Lifton said. “Realistically they’re not taking away money from anybody unless
there’s a reason to.” u
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Natalie Hatchette, Classified Manager
Phone: (202) 994-7079
Fax: (202) 994-1309

Sales Assistant. Investment research firm seeks assistant
to provide support to sales team. Schedule appointments,
confirm meetings, prepare itineraries, folders, and travel
and expense reports. Must have previous office experience,
computer proficiency, and be available at least 15-20 hours
per week. Availability to work through summer a plus. Salary
$12/hour. Position available immediately. Fax resume: 202955-6475

GW Hatchet classifieds are now The GW Marketplace.
Online classfied ads are available FREE to all GW students and faculty.
Non-GW clients pay a small fee for online posting.
Print ads begin at $10 for the first 25 words, and $.30 per word
beyond that.

Kaplan is looking for enthusiastic, motivated, and well connected college students to work part time to help us promote our products and services on your campus.

All classifieds should be placed online. If you cannot access the internet, ads may be placed via email, fax or in person at our office. An
extra fee may apply.

Apply at http://bit.ly/kapgw

The Hatchet accepts Visa, Mastercard, American Express and Discover,
as well as cash and check through our office.

DESIGNERS WANTED

To learn more and to apply for your Campus Rep position
visit http://bit.ly/kapgw

Jobs

Email: classifieds@gwhatchet.com
Web: www.gwmarketplace.com

Responsibilities:
-Provide information and generate interest on our programs
via tabling on campus
-Post and distribute fliers and or generate leads and contacts for the local Kaplan Center
-Coordinate and participate in local marketing events
-Monitor and respond to competitive activity in the market
-Research and report on campus clubs and groups that
would benefit from Kaplan products
-Facilitate introductions of Kaplan staff to club and group
leaders
-Create campus presence during high season
Prepare room and materials
Qualifications:
-Must be actively enrolled at GWU
-Class status of Sophomore or above
-Have an established social and professional network within
the campus community
-Available to work 5 to 10 hours a week (some weeks may
require more hours)
-Available to work at least one academic year (Fall through
Spring)
-Excellent communication and presentation skills
-Exhibit outstanding leadership qualities, highly creative and
well organized
Have demonstrated instances of self motivation and taking
initiative

Join The Hatchet's
Production Team today.

Advertising for only $10!
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You can also visit us and search for your Campus Rep position at www.kaplan.com/careers, click on "Kaplan Test Prep
and Admissions" and then search PT jobs in your city and
state.
Sitters Wanted.
$12+ per hour. Register free
for jobs near campus or home.
www.student-sitters.com

services
Psychiatrist and Psychotherapist located at 2112 F street,
N.W. for treatment of depression, anxiety, stress-related
issues, relationship issues. Office phone is (202) 457-8899.
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In brief
Men's tennis tabbed
to be top team in A-10
GW's men's tennis team
was predicted to finish first in
the Atlantic 10 this spring in a
poll of conference coaches released this week.
The Colonials do not have
a single senior on their roster,
though their youth did not
prevent them from earning the
top seed in last spring's A-10
tournament with a roster featuring all underclassmen.
Junior Chris Kushma had an
11-2 record in the fall season
while classmate Erik Hannah
and sophomore Ugur Atalay
are ranked 29th in the country
as a doubles tandem. Atalay
was named the conference's
top rookie last season.
After losing 6-1 at Old Dominion Jan. 16, GW will continue
the spring season this weekend
with events at Temple Friday,
the University of Pennsylvania
Saturday and William & Mary
Sunday.
The conference championship will be determined in
Monroeville, Pa., in a three-day
event beginning April 16.

Pair of Colonials
earns awards
Two GW athletes were
recognized by the Atlantic 10
Monday for their performances over the weekend in conference play.
Sophomore Jacqueline Corba was named the conference's
top women's tennis performer of the week for her strong
showing in the Colonials’ loss
to Long Beach State Sunday.
Corba got the only GW singles
win against the 49ers, defeating Long Beach State’s Deborah
Armstrong in the No. 1 singles
match.
Corba also won her No. 1
doubles match paired with Nadia Demidenko, but GW would
drop the other two doubles
matches and lose the lone
point awarded for doubles.
Freshman swimmer Alex Etz
was named the A-10's top men's
swimmer for the third time this
season after winning the 200yard backstroke in GW’s meet
Sunday at George Mason. Etz
also swam the third leg of the
Colonials’ victorious 400-yard
medley relay team and the
third leg in his team’s 400-yard
freestyle, which finished second.
The women’s tennis team
will be in action Saturday at
the University of Pennsylvania.
Men’s swimming will be off
until Feb. 17 when the team
will compete in the Atlantic 10
championships, hosted by St.
Bonaventure in Buffalo, N.Y.

H
Men's basketball beaten in final minutes
Dan Greene
Sports Editor
dgreene@gwhatchet.com

by Louis Nelson	
Contributing Sports Editor
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – It’s a popular saying among coaches that teams must learn
from close defeats, that learning to win can
often include some losing. GW, it seems,
will have to keep learning after dropping
yet another close game, this time a 72-68
lesson taught on the road at Charlotte.
The Colonials (12-9, 2-6 Atlantic 10)
seemed poised to escape Charlotte with
an impressive road win, leading by five
with less than 90 seconds remaining in the
game. After the 49ers scored on a pair of
free throws, sophomore Tony Taylor turned
the ball over, leading to a game-tying three
by Charlotte’s Derrio Green.
On the next possession, senior Damian
Hollis lost the ball while driving to the basket with 21 seconds left, then fouled the
49ers’ Dijuan Harris.
Harris made both free throws to give
Charlotte the lead and, after a missed
jumper by Taylor and two more foul shots
for the 49ers, GW again found itself on the
wrong side of a down-to-the-wire finish.
“I thought we played our game, we’ve
been playing our game,” head coach Karl
Hobbs said. “Once again - and I don’t want
to sound like it’s the same old story - but
under a minute at Rhode Island, under a
minute tonight, and those are the things
that we’re working on every single day. All
week long we worked on, ‘under a minute,
we’re not giving up a three,’ and unfortunately tonight under a minute, we gave up
a three.”
GW opened the contest red-hot, going
on a 14-2 run over the first three and a half
minutes of play as Hollis scored 13 of the
team’s first 17 points.
The lead would not last long, however,
as the 49ers methodically chipped away
at GW’s advantage, overtaking the Colonials by the 6:30 mark in the first half. GW
quickly retook the lead, but could never expand its margin past six for the remainder
of the game.
Taylor was noticeably absent from
GW’s offense, scoring just three points
on one of nine shooting on the night after
performances of 22, 18 and 16 points in his
last three games. The second-year guard
did contribute with six assists against
Charlotte, but it was his turnover late in
the game that resulted in the game being
tied.
The Colonials were led in scoring by
Hollis, who scored 16 of his 23 points in the
first half. The only other GW player in double-figures was freshman Lasan Kromah,
who had 11 points but also six turnovers.
Though he got contributions from his
team’s top two scorers in the game, Hobbs
said after the game his team still needed
work offensively.
“I think we gotta finish plays,” Hobbs
said of his team’s late-game performance.
“I think down the stretch we gotta finish plays, and then we gotta get the key
stops.”
Hobbs said that even among the plethora of close losses his team has experienced this season, there are still lessons to
be learned as the young Colonials make
their way through what he called the deepest A-10 he has seen during his tenure in

Louis Nelson | Hatchet Photographer

Sophomore Tony Taylor is guarded closely while taking a shot in GW's 72-68 loss at Charlotte Wednesday. The Colonials led by five with 1:25 remaining, but the 49ers ended the game on a 9-0 run.
Foggy Bottom.
"Hopefully people will appreciate what
they’re doing,” Hobbs said. “They’ll appreciate how difficult, how good the Atlantic
10 is. You look around this league, gee, I’m
nine years in this league and this is the best
it’s ever been.”
GW will get another shot at Charlotte
later this season Feb. 27 back home at the
Smith Center, but Hobbs said post-game
that to start thinking about revenge now
would be too premature.

“It’s too far, I can’t think about them
right now,” Hobbs said. “I think for us, we
gotta just keep getting better, I think we
just gotta keep encouraging these young
guys, keep building their confidence, let
them understand that we are a good basketball team. We gotta take care of those
last two minutes of basketball games, and
that takes time... Now we just gotta get
smart.”
The Colonials will host Duquesne Saturday at the Smith Center at 2 p.m. u

BASKETBALL NOTEBOOK

Hollis hot in first half
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – After a fourgame stretch in which he averaged only
eight points a game, senior Damian Hollis
wasted no time snapping out of his slump
in GW’s 72-68 loss at Charlotte Wednesday.
Of his team-leading 23 points, 13
came in the first three and a half minutes
and 16 came in the first half. Hollis didn’t
score in the second half until the game’s
final six minutes.
The game repeated a scoring pattern that seemed to develop before Hollis’ slump. When Hollis scored 23 points
against Xavier Jan. 10, 17 of them came
in the first half. In a loss at La Salle three

days later, 15 of his 17 points came before
halftime.
“I guess it’s kind of how things are
coming to me right now,” Hollis said of
the pattern. “I have time to grow, and I
think I will as time goes on.”

A look ahead in A-10

A return to the conference tournament after a two-year absence remains far
from clinched for the GW men’s basketball
team, but after the team’s loss at Charlotte
Wednesday, the team will at least face a
somewhat lighter schedule within the
A-10.
The Colonials’ (12-9, 2-6 Atlantic 10)
next three opponents – Duquesne, Ford-

ham and Massachusetts – have a combined conference record of 4-20, with
Duquesne and UMass having two A-10
wins apiece and Fordham having none.
GW will host Duquesne Saturday and
UMass Feb. 17, with a trip in between to
play Fordham Feb. 13.
After this stretch, the Colonials will
host three of their final five games, including chances to avenge losses against
La Salle - which beat GW by one point in
Philadelphia Jan. 13 - and Charlotte. GW’s
final home game will be against Saint Joseph’s March 3. The Hawks are currently
2-6 in the A-10 and 8-14 overall.
The Colonials will end the season at
No. 19/17 Temple (AP, ESPN/USA Today) March 6.

–Louis Nelson

Ranked Xavier blows past W. basketball
by neil sharma
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Number crunch

13

The number of
points senior Damian Hollis scored
in the first 3 and
a half minutes of
GW's 72-68 loss at
Charlotte Wednesday. Hollis finished the game with a team-best
23 points on 8-of-11 shooting.

Last Word
“I think the first four minutes, we
were playing Xavier, and the next
couple minutes after that we
started playing the Mystics.”
Women's basketball head coach
Mike Bozeman comparing Xavier to
the local WNBA franchise
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Sophomore Tiana Myers led GW with 18 points,
but the Colonials fell behind nationally ranked
Xavier early and never caught up.

The GW women’s basketball team knew
it would have its hands full Wednesday night,
with conference opponent No. 7/7 Xavier (AP,
ESPN/USA Today) coming to the Smith Center. Coming into the game, the Atlantic 10 defending champions had won nine of their last
10 and owned a perfect 6-0 record in conference
play, not to mention a top-10 national ranking.
After a few minutes of tight play, the Musketeers showed exactly why they have such an
impressive resumé, taking control of the game
with a dominant stretch of play and holding on
to beat the Colonials 72-56.
GW (5-16, 2-6 A-10) opened the game in a 3-2
defensive zone and hung with Xavier through
the first six-plus minutes, trailing by only three.
The tides turned rather quickly, however, as the
Musketeers went on a 23-3 run over the next six
minutes while their full-court press seemed to
overwhelm the young Colonials.
“I think the first four minutes, we were
playing Xavier, and the next couple minutes
after that we started playing the [Washington]
Mystics,” head coach Mike Bozeman said, comparing the Musketeers to a WNBA team.
“We’ve got a lot of speed and athleticism on
our team and so we’re trying to press a little bit
more,” Xavier head coach Kevin McGuff said.
“GW plays a little bit slower than we do so we
were trying to speed the tempo.”
Xavier took a 48-24 lead into halftime after shooting 64.5 percent from the field in the
first half. Exactly half of the Musketeers’ scoring came in the paint; the other 24 came from

three-pointers as they made eight of 15 in the
half, four by Tyeasha Moss and three by Katie
Rutan.
“They have one that you think is their
best shooter coming off the bench in Rutan,
and then Moss goes and gets you four threepointers in the first half,” Bozeman said. “Right
when you think you have them kind of figured
out, someone else steps up. That’s the sign of a
good team.”
The Musketeers’ front-court duo of Ta’Shia
Phillips and Amber Harris also fueled their victory. Phillips finished with 16 points and 11 rebounds and Harris led Xavier with 18 points.
Despite trailing by as many as 25 in the
first half, the Colonials seemed to fight for the
duration of the game. They outscored Xavier
32-24 in the second half, diving for loose balls
and continuing to play hard for the full 40 minutes.
Sophomore Tiana Myers scored a teamhigh 18 points and had only two turnovers in
36 minutes as she continues her transition to
point guard. Freshman Megan Nipe had one
of the best games of her young career, scoring
nine points and grabbing nine rebounds, and
sophomore Sara Mostafa displayed her midrange shooting ability en route to 12 points.
Bozeman said he was encouraged by his
team’s efforts despite the result.
“I know the future of George Washington
basketball is not what everybody is seeing right
now,” he said. “It’s bright. I can always look
back and look at this film and just watch those
kind of efforts.”
GW will continue its A-10 schedule Saturday
at Duquesne. Tip-off is scheduled for noon. u

